GBC WireBind W200
Twin Loop Wire Binding
Machine
Instruction Manual

PLASTIC/WIRE

BINDING SYSTEM

SYSTEME DE RELIURE PLRSTIOUE ET METALLIOUE
SISTEMA DE ENCUADERNRCION: PLAsTICD Y METALICO

Important:
Please read these instructions as it will only take you a few minutes.
Important: Veuillez prendre quelques minutes pour lire ces instrucitons.
Importante:
Rogamos tomarse unos minutos para leer estas instrucciones.
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BINDING PLASTIC / RELIURE PLASTIQUE / ENCUADERNAR CON pLAsTIco

BINDING WIRE I REUURE METALUQUE I ENCUADERNAR CON MET Auco
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REGISTRATION

Punch Place up to 10-12 sheets of paper, or 1-2 covers into
punch channel and align them against the rear of punch
channel and paper stop. Pull handle down to punch.

BINDING
WITH PLASTIC
COMBS
1. Insert and Open Plastic Comb Insert plastic comb behind
metal rake with open side up. Slide it to the right to engage
Push binding lever slowly to open comb.
2. Bind Plastic Insert document vertically into plastic comb with
its cover facing you. Lay document down flat and return
binding lever to original position Slide document to the left
INSTALLATION
AND
SET-UP
Carefully unpack and inspect your new IBICO plastic and wire
binding machine for shipping damage. If any damage is noticed it
should be brought to the immediate attention of the delivery carrier.
The following instructions will demonstrate certain methods and
techniques to improve your binding results. Before using the
machine carefully read through these instructions.
This machine is designed to punch up to 12 sheets of common
photocopier paper. Cover materials vary in thickness and composition; as a rule, covers should be punched two at a time separate
from the document. Some brands of clear plastic covers and sheet
protectors do not punch cleanly and may jam the machine All
IBICO cover materials are manu1actured to punch cleanly in any
IBICO machine.
PUNCHING
1.
Open Machine
Lilt up both operating levers until they click
together as handle. Fold out suppor legs as shown.
2.
Select Comb Size Pull handle down, slide document into the
front of shaft, and move handle back Now read comb size as
indicated on blue scale (left side) behind your document.
3.
Set Paper Stop (side guide) For proper punch alignment,
press down blue paper stop and move it to the line indicated
for your paper length (51/2" (139,7mm), 8 1/2" (215,9mm),
11" (27g,4mm),111/4"
(285,7mm), orA4).Align
RIGHT edge
of blue paper stop with selected line. Push it up to secure
alignment.

Note: Sheets can be replaced or added, simply by placing bound
materials into metal rake, and reversing steps 1 and 2.
BINDING
WITH
WIRE
COMBS
1.
Insert Wire Comb For cleanest bound look, hide binding
closure by placing the front and rear covers back to back on
top of front cover. Insert wire comb of selected size into
punched holes.
2.
Bind Wire Insert document with wire into the back of shalt.
Hold document firmly with open part of wire facing downward.
Pull handle down slowly until selected comb size appears on
the right side. Closed wire comb should be round in shape. Its
upper and lower teeth should meet, but not pass or cross each
other. Return handle to upright position. Remove bound
document.
REMOVING
PUNCHING
WASTE
Pull tray drawer to the right and remove from base of machine
Empty waste and return drawer to original position.

